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Abstract—Nowadays, a growing number of enterprises

are adopting wireless technologies. However, field commu-

nications induce real-time constraints and those networks

should at least fulfill those requirements. In this paper, we

study IEEE 802.15.4 performances in order to support

industrial real-time traffic. This analysis brings out a

comparative analysis of IEEE 802.15.4 medium access

methods. It provides also some limitations of that standard

concerning cycle duration and amount of messages per

cycle.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, intensive wireless networks

developments have been done and there are more and

more used for industrial cases [1]. Wireless networks

provide noticeable advantages in terms of mobility and

costs reduction. Nevertheless wireless channel is error-

prone and packet losses are inevitable due to noise, mul-

tipath delay, fading effects. These phenomena emphasize

in industrial environment where production machinery,

heavy obstructions and metal structures impact radio

wave propagation.

Nowadays, a major problem in designing industrial

wireless networks is hard real-time and reliability re-

quirements [2]. So wireless technologies are mainly used

in monitoring and surveillance applications where a loss

of a few in formations will not be a major inconvenience.

For instance, wireless networks are used for predictive

maintenance, aboard an operating oil tanker in [3] and

on a plant floor in [4]. In the European Integrated Project

DYNAMITE [5], new low cost and self-powered sensors

with wireless connectivity are developed in order to

instrument machines for predictive maintenance. So, the

process monitoring could be easily achieved by main-

tenance crews through hand-held mobile device, nearby

the machine. Such application requires simple wireless

connectivity, relaxed throughput, very low power, short

distance and inexpensive. That’s why, the IEEE 802.15.4

[6] technology has been adopted among Bluetooth or

IEEE 802.11 technologies. But monitoring traffic in-

volves, for a certain part, real-time communications.

Consequently, the ability of the IEEE 802.15.4 to support

time-constraint traffic must be studied. In this paper, we

present a performance analysis of IEEE 802.15.4 to sup-

port real-time applications. We consider for comparison

each channel access methods provided by 802.15.4. The

first one is unslotted CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple

Access / Collision Avoidance). Of course, CSMA/CA

is not collision-free but it is always possible to develop

a deterministic protocol at the upper layers (e.g. mas-

ter/slave). The second one includes slotted CSMA/CA

and GTS (Guaranteed Time Slots) which allow bounded

time unidirectional transmissions.

Although several network topologies are possible with

802.15.4 (simple star topology, peer-to-peer topology

and cluster tree), only the simple star which corresponds

to the needs expressed in the DYNAMITE Project, is

considered in this paper. In star topology (see figure 1),

the communication is established between end devices

and a single central controller, called the coordinator.

The coordinator is a Full-Function Device (FFD) and

is generally full-powered. In the DYNAMITE scenario,

this device is situated nearby the machine. Sensors are

the end devices. They are designed as Reduced-Function

Device (RFD) for low cost and low complexity purposes.

The mobile device operated by the maintenance crew

(i.e. PDA) is also considered as an end device.

This paper is organized as follow. In Section II we

overview the IEEE 802.15.4 specifications. Section III

comments on network configuration. Section IV focuses

on performance analysis of the reservation mechanism.

Then it is compared to CSMA/CA in Section V. Sec-

tion VI relates our contribution with previous works on
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Figure 1. Network architecture

performance analysis of industrial wireless communica-

tions. Finally, this paper concludes in Section VII.

II. IEEE 802.15.4 OVERVIEW

A. Medium access schemes

802.15.4 defines two kinds of medium access control

namely beacon-enabled and non beacon-enabled. The

coordinator decides what mode to use. In non-beacon

mode, channel access mechanism is CSMA/CA. Advan-

tages of this mode are scalability and self-organization.

However, the non beacon-enabled mode cannot provide

any time guarantees to deliver data frames.

In beacon mode, channel time is divided into different

periods according to a superframe structure, as shown in

figure 2.
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Figure 2. Superframe structure

This superframe consists of an active portion, during

which the coordinator interacts with the end devices, and

an optional inactive portion, during which all devices

may enter a low power mode to reduce power consump-

tion. Each superframe is bounded by network beacons,

which are periodically broadcast by the coordinator de-

vice to synchronize the attached devices and to describe

the structure of the superframe.

The active portion of each superframe consists of 16

equally sized slots and is divided into a Contention

Access Period (CAP) and an optional Contention-Free

Period (CFP). CAP starts immediately after the bea-

con. During the CAP, any device wishing to commu-

nicate shall compete with other devices using a slotted

CSMA/CA mechanism. CFP, if present, is divided into

GTS’s. A GTS allows communication between a device

and the coordinator within a portion of time which is

dedicated exclusively to that device. The GTS direction

is specified as either transmit or receive. Each device

may request one transmit GTS and/or one receive GTS.

No more than 7 GTS’s can be simultaneously allocated

in the superframe.

B. Superframe parameters

Our study focuses on performances evaluation of such

a network. Therefore, we consider the shortest inactive

period without considering energy consumption contrary

to [7]. Inactive period may be null size. As a result,

we don’t consider power-saving in the latter. Superframe

duration equals beacon interval and is equivalent to cycle

duration. Superframe duration is defined by :

SD = aBSFD× 2SO with 0 ≤ SO ≤ 14

SO is an integer value which corresponds to beacon

order. This parameter is defined by the network coor-

dinator whereas aBSFD is specified by the standard.

aBSFD corresponds to the initial and minimum super-

frame duration.

Superframe durations are presented figure 3 depend-

ing on the network parameters set by the coordinator

(channel/frequency, modulation and superframe order).
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Figure 3. Superframe duration in relation with network parameters

We figure out that most efficient network parameters

implies the use of a O-QPSK modulation in association

with a frequency in the range either 902–928 MHz or



2 400–2483.5 MHz. The use of such a configuration re-

sults in superframe duration included between 15.36 ms

and 251.6 s. Due to the fact the first range of frequencies

is optional for standard specification while the second

one is mandatory, we only take care of the use of

band 2 400–2 483.5 MHz in this paper. So the remaining

parameter the coordinator has to define, is the superframe

order.

III. NETWORK CONFIGURATION

In order to evaluate a superframe duration, we have

to know how a network is configured. So we need to

specify the value of the undefined parameter, superframe

order SO. More the superframe order is low, more the

superframe duration is low and so more the cycle dura-

tion is accurate for real-time communications. Choice

of superframe order must be as low as possible also

it respects constraints concerning standard specification

and usage of the network. In the next two subsections,

we focus on those two constraints.

A. Specification constraints

CFP usage implies the respect of the transmission of

the beacon frame as well as the minimum CAP duration,

aMinCAPLength. Then in order to evaluate the impact of

a superframe order value, we must consider the manda-

tory slots Mslots required by these two transmissions.

CAP length is defined by the coordinator and so it is

considered as the minimum required by the standard

aMinCAPLength. In contrary, beacon frame size, which

is application dependent, is considered as its maximum

size Beaconmax = 133 bytes headers included. Thereby,

we determine (1), (2) the maximum CFP length in terms

of remaining slots Rslots depending on the superframe

order (see fig. 4).

Mslots =

⌈

aMinCAPLength + Beaconmax

aBaseSlotDuration× 2SO

⌉

(1)

Rslots = 16 −Mslots (2)
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Figure 4. Maximum available slots for CFP

So, choice of a superframe can be checked over the

minimum required by the specification. For example, if

CFP has to be 5 slots long, it may be impossible to

satisfy all requirements with SO = 0. In such a case,

superframe order must be chosen at least equal to 1.

B. Usage constraints

In order to evaluate the choice of a superframe order,

we must define how many slots are needed for CFP. In

that part, we deal with CFP slots requirements depending

on data transmission. We consider a unidirectional trans-

mission between two devices of Data bytes in one GTS.

That amount of data is considered at the application

layer and will be encapsulated by the two IEEE 802.15.4

layers in order to form a network packet. For a commu-

nication in a GTS, we consider PHYheaders = 6 bytes and

MACheaders = 23 bytes. MACheaders is defined considering

the maximum value for auxiliary security field as we

can’t control the use of such a parameter in industrial

environments.

For 1 byte of payload data, we send at least 30 bytes

over the network including 29 bytes corresponding to

encapsulation. In addition, we should also take care

of transmission scheme specified by the standard and

notably of interframe spaces (IFS) which should be

part of GTS. Figure 5 explains that mechanism which

should follow every packets send over the network. It

depends size of transmitted packets and acknowledgment

configuration.
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Figure 5. IEEE 802.15.4 interframe spaces

Short frames correspond to packets which length is

lower or equal to 24 bytes. Due to the encapsulation

(PHYheaders + MACheaders = 29 bytes) considered in that

paper, we don’t develop what concerns short frames and

only consider transmission of long frames in both case,

without and with acknowledgment. So, we define in (3),

the total amount of bytes Datatransmitted transmitted over

the network considering minimum fragmentation.

Datatransmitted = Data +

⌈

Data

MSDUmax

⌉

× LH (3)



LH =















Headers without acknowledgment

Headers+ tACK + ACK

with acknowledgment

Headers = MACheaders + PHYheaders + LIFS

Then we look for the slots needed by transmission of

data payload of Data bytes in a GTS. The number N of

slots is provided by (4) and represented on figure 6.

Nslots =

⌈

Datatransmitted

aBaseSlotDuration× 2SO

⌉

(4)

Slots needed for a transmission can be evaluate and

bring face to face with specification requirements (5).

∑

i

Nslotsi ≤Rslots (5)

As an example, if we want to send 60 unacknowledged

bytes on the network, we may select SO = 0, Nslots =
4 slots with (4) which satisfy the maximum Rslots (2).

But in the case data need to be acknowledged superframe

order set to 0 induces Nslots = 5 slots and it contradicts

the maximum Rslots = 4 slots obtained by (2). So in

that case, a solution may be SO = 1 which induces

(Nslots = 3 slots) ≤ (Rslots = 10 slots).

IV. STUDY CASE

Now we are able to set network parameters in order

to satisfy the minimum requirements of such a network,

we look for available real-time abilities based on an

industrial case (fig. 1).

A. Ability to poll sensors

As a first evaluation, we study requirements needed

for sensors transmissions. For that study, we consider a

network set up with five industrial sensors transmitting

and/or receiving data as described in Table I.

Table I

DATA EXCHANGES

Device Data send Data received Cycle

no1 1 byte - 40 ms

no2 8 bytes - 40 ms

no3 4 bytes - 60 ms

no4 8 bytes 4 bytes 60 ms

no5 16 bytes - 100 ms

Even if sensors doesn’t require the same period of

cycle, we consider a cycle duration which allows any

device to transmit during any superframe. Then the

defined set of transmissions induce 6 GTS’s; emission

and reception implies for node 4, the use of two different

GTS’s.

Such a configuration leads us to deduce the best

network configuration corresponding to that usage. For

that purpose, we compute Ni for every node and we

evaluate CFPslots = ΣiNi. Evaluation of superframe

order is given Table II and III.

Table II

SUPERFRAME ORDER EVALUATION, UNACKNOWLEDGMENT

SO 0 1 2 3

N1 2 1 1 1

N2 2 1 1 1

N3 2 1 1 1

N4 2 1 1 1

N4′ 2 1 1 1

N5 3 2 1 1

CFPslots 13 7 6 6

CFPmax 4 10 13 14

SD(ms) 15.36 30.72 61.44 122.88

Table III

SUPERFRAME ORDER EVALUATION, ACKNOWLEDGMENT

SO 0 1 2 3

N1 3 2 1 1

N2 3 2 1 1

N3 3 2 1 1

N4 3 2 1 1

N4′ 3 2 1 1

N5 4 2 1 1

CFPslots 19 12 6 6

CFPmax 4 10 13 14

SD(ms) 15.36 30.72 61.44 122.88

For that specific case, communications will be in-

sured with the choice of SO = 2 with acknowledg-

ment whereas SO = 1 is sufficient for unacknowl-

edged communications. SO = 1 corresponds to cycle

duration equals 30.72 ms which satisfies all require-

ments (Cycle ≥ 40ms) whereas superframe duration of

61.44 ms doesn’t. So we are able to satisfy sensors’

communications in case we set up a network with

SO = 1 without acknowledgment.

B. Data collection

The previous analysis considers only communications

from sensors to an unique receptor. If we want to allow

end user to receive data from sensors, the coordinator

should transfer those transmissions to the mobile device.

So, the coordinator will transmit every sensors trans-

mission in one single GTS to the end user. Therefore, this

communication includes the same number of frames. We
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Figure 6. Slots usage in relation with data transmission

must take into account the overhead of every frame and

so we are unable to use (4) with Data =
∑

5

i=1 Datai.

In order to calculate the number of slots required for

transmission to maintenance hand-held, we need to com-

pute Datatransmitted6 =
∑

5

i=1 Datatransmittedi
In our case, all

frames are lower than MPDUmax (127 bytes), so we re-

duce the expression to Datatransmitted6 =
∑

5

i=1 Datai+5×
LH . Then we deduct the superframe order corresponding

to that network (Tables IV and V).

Table IV

SUPERFRAME ORDER EVALUATION, UNACKNOWLEDGMENT

SO 0 1 2 3

ΣNslots 11 11 8 7

Rslots 4 10 13 14

SD(ms) 15.36 30.72 61.44 122.88

Table V

SUPERFRAME ORDER EVALUATION, ACKNOWLEDGMENT

SO 0 1 2 3

ΣNslots 30 18 9 8

Rslots 4 10 13 14

SD(ms) 15.36 30.72 61.44 122.88

In that case, superframe duration is 61.44 ms in either

case and we can’t satisfy the requirements of all sensors.

V. METHODS COMPARISON

GTS access method provides a simple polling mecha-

nism for IEEE 802.15.4 devices. It may also be possible

to implement a polling protocol through CSMA/CA.

In order to compare use of a CFP with CSMA/CA me-

chanisms, we consider such a polling protocol requiring

an overhead of 1 byte. Coordinator sends poll request to

a node and receives one or more poll response messages,

depending on size message and needed fragmentation.

Comparison results are represented on figure 7 corre-

sponding to a network with 5 nodes sending the same

amount of data.
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Figure 7. Access methods comparison w/ a 5 stations polling cycle

We observe that CSMA/CA unslotted provides lower

cycle duration than GTS (except on very specific cases).

But in what concerns CSMA/CA slotted, results are

quite similar. GTS may provide lower cycle duration for

low and average size messages whereas CSMA/CA is

interesting for long messages, greater than 1 packet.



VI. RELATIVE WORKS

Our results focuses on a specific mechanism pro-

vided by IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Those results may be

completed by [8], [9] who propose simulation results

concerning CSMA/CA slotted.

Use of wireless networks for industrial applications

may rely on the use of other standard, like IEEE 802.11

or IEEE 802.15.1.

IEEE 802.11 is currently most used for computer

wireless networking. It relies on a CSMA/CA medium

access which is not deterministic. A second medium

access, named PCF (Point Coordination Function), exists

and it allows to assure the transmission of a time

constrained traffic. Some publications [10], [11] focus

on IEEE 802.11 performances to support industrial con-

straints.

Bluetooth was developed in order to unbind equip-

ments from their network wire. Due to some power

limitation, its range of action is quite limited (mostly

around 10 m). Main applications of that protocol con-

cern computer peripheral devices (printer, keyboard, cell

phone . . . ). Transmission of real-time traffic over a

Bluetooth network has been studied under multimedia

conditions [12] as well as industrial cases [13]. Al-

though that protocol is suitable for short range real-time

communications, its intricate definition and high energy

consumption matter with its use with small mobile

devices.

VII. CONCLUSION

That paper evaluates IEEE 802.15.4 temporal per-

formances aimed to be used by industrial applications.

It underlines some heavy limitations concerning cycle

duration and number of devices that can communicate

within Contention Free Period.

It reveals some difficulties to use IEEE 802.15.4

for heavy time constrained applications. Moreover main

commercial Zigbee products, based on that standard, add

more restrictions and it appears very rough to use such

a technology for control command applications.

Use of IEEE 802.15.4 for more responsive use than su-

pervision needs at least reconsideration of some standard

values. It may also be possible to consider adaptation of

some standard rules. Such propositions will be made in

the latter based on simulation use cases. Simulation tools

require some addition to fully support IEEE 802.15.4.
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